Horse Insurance
At LCI we offer horse insurance quotes, equine health insurance,
horse farm insurance, horse and pony insurance, horse insurance for
older horses, horse stable insurance, bhs horse insurance, horse
trainer insurance, riding instructor insurance. We are a top rated
Horse Insurance company.

HORSE INSURANCE FOR LIABILITY

This policy covers you in the event your horse injures a third party or
damages their property.
This provides coverage for defense fees, as well as pays claims made against
you for which you are legally liable during the policy period.

COMMERCIAL EQUINE LIABILITY:
This coverage is very important if you perform any commercial equestrian
activities such as boarding, instruction, training, breeding, etc.
Coverage is provided if you are sued by a third party who is injured or whose
property is damaged.
Coverage limits available in $300,000, $500,000 and $1,000,000 amounts
with double aggregates available.

SPECIAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
Riding clubs and associations wishing to protect themselves can obtain
liability coverage with a clubs and associations policy.
The basic policy provides coverage for up to seven event days, with
coverage for additional days available.
This coverage helps to protect your group if you are faced with a lawsuit
by a third party.
Defense fees as well as claims for property damage and/or bodily injury
are covered.
Coverage limits are available in $300,000, $500,000 and $1,000,000
amounts, with double aggregates available.

INDEPENDENT HORSE SHOWS AND EVENTS:
Liability coverage is available for a single horse show or equestrian event.
The same policy limits as above are available.
Coverage is provided for the actual event days and can include a day for
both set up and take down

OPTIONAL COVERAGES
MAJOR MEDICAL / SURGICAL OPTION:
This option reimburses you for veterinarian's fees for medical and surgical care due
to an accident, injury or illness of the animal.
This endorsement allows you to elect either a maximum benefit of $5,000 or
$7,500. The endorsement will pay the benefit maximum per year, after the per
occurrence deductible.
(The major medical / surgical endorsement pays in addition to the Emergency Colic
Surgery expense provided in your base policy.)

SURGICAL ONLY OPTION
This option covers veterinarian's fees that are incurred as a direct result of surgical
treatment and miscellaneous extras.
It pays a maximum benefit of $5,000 after deductible.
(The surgical endorsement option pays in addition to the Emergency Colic Surgery
expense provided in your base policy.)

For more information please visit

http://www.lcihorse.com

